BSA Area Outdoor Ethics Advocate
Job Description

1. Support the Council Outdoor Ethics Advocates:
   - share updates about BSA Outdoor Ethics programs
   - share public contact info, encourage sharing of training opportunities within Area and other nearby councils
   - assist with annual reporting to national and sharing of training records between councils

2. In councils that don't have an Outdoor Ethics Advocate, encourage council leadership to identify and appoint an appropriate candidate. Introduce newly appointed COEA's to their role and verify appointment by council executive.

3. Per Regional structure share information with members of the Outdoor Program Committee on Outdoor Ethics Programs. Collaborate with them to identify opportunities and initiatives where Outdoor Ethics can be incorporated. If these committees are not in place, pursue collaboration with appropriate outdoor activity committees.

4. Each year, work with COEA's to determine the need for conducting Leave No Trace Master Educator courses in the Area in the following year, and identify a host council for the course if it is decided that a course is needed.

5. Listen to successes, concerns and issues faced by councils and COEA's in implementing outdoor ethics programs. Share information with Area leadership, Regional and national task force members as appropriate.
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